Metal roofing installation

Roofs
Installation instructions
Profiles: Bingo, Bravo
A complete roof includes a lot more than just the roofing sheets. A combination of lead-ins, water removal
systems, ladders, roof bridges and snow stops is also needed to make the roof safe and functional.
All the components of roof packages manufactured by London Eco -Roof Manufacturing Inc. are tested highquality products that are compatible with one another.
Steel roofs have an impressive and elegant appearance.
They are watertight, light and durable, which ensures easy installation and use.
Product applications
• detached houses
• terraced houses
• residential multi-storey buildings
• recreational dwelling

London Eco-Roof Manufacturing Inc. is a metal expert you can rely on all the way, whenever you need metal
based materials, components, systems or total solutions. We constantly develop our product range and
operating models to match your needs
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Reception of goods
Ensure that the goods delivery is as ordered and features all the goods listed on the Packing
Slip “Form PR 005”. Any deficiencies or errors in the delivery and any transportation
damages must be written down on the consignment note and reported immediately to
London Eco-Roof Manufacturing Inc. or the distributors.
Any objections regarding the delivery must be made within 7 days of the delivery. The
company accepts no liability for any costs arising from the replacement of products installed
in some other way than as described in these instructions.

BINGO

T-18

Max . Length
Steel – 18 ft
Aluminum - 16 ft

BRAVO

Max . Length
Steel – 21 ft
Aluminum - 16 ft

Max . Length
Steel – 40 ft
Aluminum - 20 ft
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Unloading and handling the delivery
The roofing sheets are unloaded from the truck to even ground. Place approx. 4-5 “ high
supports underneath the sheet stack at 4 feet distances.
In normal conditions, roofing sheet stacks can be stored either packaged or unwrapped for
about a month. For longer storage, the stacks must be protected and placed on a sloping
surface to allow any water between them to evaporate or drain off.
The roofing sheets can also be lifted onto the roof in stacks. If the sheet stacks are lifted onto
the roof with lifting equipment, do not remove the sheets from their transport packages
before lifting. When handling individual sheets, remember that long sheets must not be
lifted by their ends nor allowed to rub against each other. The best way is to hang them from
the edge seam. Individual sheets are lifted onto the roof along supports that run from the
eaves to the ground. The sheets are lifted onto the roof to install along supports, and the
lifting can be helped from the ground by pushing the sheets from their sides.
Do not go under the sheets during lifting.

Lifting on the roof - photo
Carried out material - photo

ATTENTION!
Sheet metal roofing tiles should be installed on the roof no later then 6 Months from the
manufacture date under Risk guarantee loss.
The London Eco-Roof Manufacturing Inc. shall not be liable for any damages of coating of
sheets stored against this installation manual.
Before assembly of sheet metal roofing tiles please check color shades
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Transport of roofing panels
The transportation of roofing panels should be carried out using special delivery truck with open
facilitate loading and unloading.
The sheets should not protrude from the vehicle contour no more them one module at risk of
sheets damage from vibration and in consequence guarantee loss.
During transportation sheets should be secured against displacements and from getting wet.
Unloading should be carried out using special equipment or by a suitable number of people, as
per attached photo.
1.
2.

For ensample length of 20 linear feet there should be 6 people or 3 people on each side.
It is forbidden to shift one sheet on the other or pulling it on the ground. In case of any
scratches or friction traces on the sheet, it is necessary to clean immediately the damaged
place and then to coat it with a touch up paint.

Unloading sheets in original packaging with mechanical devices such as lift trucks is the most
suitable.
Special attention should be paid when unloading in winter and storing in heated warehouses.
Sheets should be stored in dry and airy rooms. The packages are not to be put directly on the
ground, but on blocks about 8’’ high.
Sheets for longer storage should be inspected and then individual sheets separated by spacers
to provide free air circulation.
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Information on application, range and conditions of use.
Sheet metal roofing tiles make up modern, durable and aesthetical roofing on residential and multi
residential buildings, warehouses, public buildings, churches and other monumental objects. They are
made of double-sided zinc plated sheet metal coated with several layers of paint which guarantees
their durability.
Wide range of colors and possibility to match various
planes makes the roof adaptable to the elevation and surroundings.
Manufacture of sheets of a specified length reduces material wastes to minimum.
Sheet metal roofing tiles weight only about 97lb/100sq ft, which means that it is almost 10-times
lighter than traditional roof tiles.
Sheet metal roofing tiles :
Bingo module 400, can be used to cover roofs with minimum slope 4:12
Bravo with minimum slope equal 3:12 ,
T18 with minimum slop to 2:120
Dimensioning
Roofing sheets are delivered cut-to-size. But in roof valleys, hipped roofs and lead-ins, roofing sheets
have to be cut on-site. Roofing sheets can be cut with a hand-held circular saw suitable for cutting
steel sheets, with shears, a nibbling machine, jigsaw or any other device that does not produce heat
when used.
The use of an angle grinder with a cut-off disc is strictly forbidden. Using an angle grinder with a
cut-off disc to cut the sheets will automatically VOID the sheets’ surface guarantee.

Do not use !!!!!

In addition to hand-held circular saw with suitable blade and shears or a nibbling machine you need
at least one screw gun and measuring tape.
Protect the roofing sheet before commencing working, because the sharp chips may damage the
surface. Any debris from drilling or cutting carried out during the installation must be thoroughly
brushed off. It is recommended that any scratches on the coating and any visible cut surfaces are
painted with suitable touch-up paint.
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Installation tools that make job more efficient

For cutting sheets use
electric vibrating or step
shears, nibblers as well as
snips.

Recommended tools “strapping only”
OK tool

Cordless impact wrench Recommended
by London Eco-Roof Manufacturing Inc.
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Work safety
Always use work gloves and protective clothing when working on the sheets. Be
careful of the sharp edges and corners. Do not go under the sheets when they are
moved. Ensure that the hoisting lines are in working order and suitable for the sheets’
weight and that they are appropriately attached. Avoid handling the sheets during
high winds. When on the roof, always move with great caution. Use a safety rope and
soft-soled footwear. All effective safety regulations must be complied with while
working.

Safety requires teamwork. Be aware of your
surroundings and the activities and location
of co-workers
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Ordering the roof
London Eco-Roof Manufacturing Inc. delivers the roofing on the basis of measurements
provided by the customer. These measurements can easily be found on structural
drawings. You can also draw a simplified model drawing and include the most
important measurements. A rule of thumb is that the length (L) of a roofing sheet is
measured from the outer surface of the farthest facing board at the eaves to the
middle of the ridge. In order to get the right measurements for the order, it is useful to
check the measurements of all roof panes in different places.
In case of ordering the roof for mansard-roofed house notice the height of the profile
and roofs hip influences the length of the profile.
More information is available from our technical support department (519-451-7663).

Overhang dimensioning
Dimension the overhang length according to the profile pattern of the tile profile
roofing sheet. If the sheets are not equally divided with the profile pattern, the sheet
can be made of two pieces, or any extra length can be cut off at the eaves. Each such
case must be solved individually. If you have any problems, contact our technical
support department (519-451-7663).
Measuring the roof and checking the measurements
Roofing sheets are installed at right angle (90 degrees) to the eaves. Before the
installation, check how level the roof is, its cross-measure, and the straightness of the
ridge and eaves. In problem situations, contact our technical support department
9519-451-7663.
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Roofing underlay
Begin the installation of roofing underlay horizontally from the eaves to the top of
roof.
The roofing underlay should extend at least 1” beyond the wall at the eaves and
the starter. First staple the roofing underlay onto the roof decking. The final fixing
is accomplished by nailing wooden strips - strapping 1 x 2 (needed to ensure
ventilation) on top of the roofing underlay in the direction of the roof trusses.
At the ridge, the roofing underlay is installed according to the installation
instructions specified in the detailed drawings (p.13).
In problem situations contact the structural designer regarding the specific ridge
solution. The roofing underlay layers are supposed to overlap by about 5 to 6’’ at
the horizontal joint.
If the roofing underlay must be extended lengthways, this must be done at the
decking with a minimum of 5” overlap.

Note:
We recommend using roofing membrane “Marma” to maximum benefits from
properties of the materials used and achieving required functional
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Installation 100
There are tow methods of installing sheet metal roofing tiles.
1. Direct baking, where no plywood decking is required.
2. Plywood decking or over existing shingle roof.
Both installation methods are close to each other - the differences occur from
different building construction methods within Europe and Canada/USA
First method widely used in Europe, the second in turn is suitable for the Canadian
needs, it allows to install the sheet metal roofing on plywood or over existing shingle
roof.
METHOD A METHOD 2
It is important to remember when starting installation to inspected for any trapped
moisture or structural damage such as warped or loose roof decking. These areas
should be repaired installing new metal panels.
Installatolers need to make sure that there are no nails or fasteners protruding from
the plywood decking or existing shingle roof which could damage the panels and
impede the installation process.
1. Wooden framework:
- Vertical strapping on the trusses: dimensions – 1 x 2 (actual .7” x 1.5”)
- Horizontal strapping : dimensions – 1 x 3 (actual 1” x 2.5”)
- Fascia board 1” x 5” to cover side on gable roof

Air flow with metal roof installation
Photo 1

Photo 2

Air flow with Rage Venting
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Installation 101
Mounting of roofing sheets
1 – 1st horizontal strap
2 – 2nd horizontal strap
3 - 4 horizontal strap

1 - Vertical strap
2 - Horizontal strap
3 - Membrane 135 g

S* - distance between first
and second batten 31 cm (12.20”)
– to be determined in practice
S - distance between next battens
– resulting from the module
of sheet metal roof tile
Bravo 350 – 35 cm or 13.78 “
Bingo 400 – 40 cm or 15.75”

Tip 1 & 2

Tip 1:

Tip 2:
1st

A. Old (standard) starter - your
strap
move 2cm (.79”) back (fascia board
to front of strap)
B. New (extended) starter - your 1st
horizontal strap move 16.5cm (6.5”)
back (fascia board to back of strap)

A. Check 2nd STRAPPING vertically (1
X 3) bottom with measuring tape of
first strap to the top of 2nd - have
to be 31cm (1.25``)
B.

Check 3th strapping with tape
outside of 2nd to outside 3th have
to be 35cm (1.38``)

Note:
The distance between battens depend on lateral over press imitating tile (fig. 2), with the exception of
the distance between 1st and 2nd horizontal strapping , which is determined in practice and which
depends on eaves construction, roof slope, and roof gutter system.
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Installation 102
In general the 1st horizontal strapping length is smaller than other horizontal strapping, because
the roofing sheet supported in this place is of a higher over press.
The use of vertical strapping guarantees air space by which water vapor (moisture) is carried away
from the inside of the object, hitch is necessary for the proper functioning of the metal roofing.

31 cm

35 cm

35 cm

1. Before installation installer is required to check roof geometry. In case of rectangular roof slope it
should be measure diagonals, dimensions should be equal.

2. All errors of roof slope should be localized on base of roof side edges and roof ridge, because these
places will be after covered by flashing.
3. Preparation work before installation
A. Strip - Remove all shingles from roof (maximum 2 layers are permitted as per building code)
Exempla - 1 layer asphalt with one layer of metal
B. No strip. – Remove asphalt from ridge approximately 12” to cut opening for ridge venting. Remove
12” from eves to fined position of your rafters
C. Mark rafter on the ridge and eves (use line to mark correct position of rafter )
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Installation of fascia boards 103
With tile profile roofing sheets, the outermost fascia board is raised or elevated with a batten by
the height of a tile profile roofing sheet above the roofing battens. The verge trims will be fixed to
this fascia board.
Raising of the outermost fascia board:
BINGO = approx. 1.97” (50mm)
BRAVO = approx. 1.57” (40mm)
T18 = approx.
1.57” (40mm)

Fasteners
TRUGRIP®

Self-drilling screw 1`` to 1.5``

Use for panels Steel or Aluminum
9 x 1“ “Climacoat”

Use for Ridge Cap
9 x 1 1/2“ “ Climacoat”

For securing roofing panels use self drilling screws provided by London Eco-Roof Manufacturing Inc.
These self drilling screws included with special washers that are resistant to temperature
Screws should be secured in the lowest place of the tile wave by driller with torkd power regulation.

The estimated screw consumption is 80-100 pcs/SQ of the roof slope and depends on the quantity of
flashings
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Installation “roof valley” 104
They are located at the junction of the two roof slopes, at the so called flow valley. Their task is
to direct rainwater it into gutter. They are mounted before assembly of roofing metals
Build the bottom of the roof valley at the same level as the roof pane strapping and at the
width of one sheet (approx. 0.5 m per roof pane).
The roof valley sheet extensions should overlap by at least 8``or 200 mm. On shallow-pitch
roofs, the use of a sealing compound to seal the overlap is recommended.
The sheet is fixed on with screws on the outer edge and properly in connection with the roofing
sheets.
Cut and shape the bottom end of the roof valley sheet according to the alignment of the eaves.
The roof valley ridge can be bent over the ridge edge or be puttied. The roof valley sheet must
extend at least 250 mm under the roofing sheet.
We recommend a distance of at least 200 mm (7 7/8”) between roofing sheets. (the lager the
surface the bigger the distance between sheets).
A universal sealing (X seal) strip is used between the roof valley sheet and roofing sheet.
1. Open Valley
2. Universal sealing strip (X -Seal)
3. Underlay installed
4. Underlay installed direction of roof pane
5. Underlay installed direction of roof pane

Optional Valley Cover
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Woking on the roof
When you move on the tile profile roofing sheet, you must put your weight in the bottom of the
profile below the lateral patterns on top of the batten. Screw down all screws before stepping on
the roof.

Installing flashing – standard starter 105
Before installing roofing sheets, install the eaves flashings where possible. The eaves flashing is
installed aligned straight and first fixed with galvanised nails or self-drilling screws to the first
battening board. You can ensure the correct alignment of the eaves flashing by, for example,
marking a straight line along the eaves using an alignment wire. A sealing strip that has the same
shape as the profile can be used between the eaves flashing and roofing sheet, but ventilation air
access under the roofing must be provided somewhere else.

20mm from Facia
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Installing flashing – extended starter 106
Extended starter “pitch 3/12 to 6/12”

Check
position of
your starter
and panel

TIP:
Check gather position on correct starter selection

Front view of assembly

Snow barriers
Installation of snow barriers depends on local weather conditions and experience in the
surrounding houses exploitation.
Depending on rain intensity and weather changes they can be installed in one row or in several
rows in the distance of about 3’3’’ from the eaves, at the height of rafter support (rafter plate).
In case of installing of snow barriers, the increase of roof load from 20 to 40 % should be taken into
account, caused by more quantity of snow in the barrier area.

Pitch 7/12 to 12/12

Pitch 3/12 to 6/12

Bar barrier

Euro guard

Plastic snow
guard
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Installation info 107
The tile profile roofing sheet is fixed to the strapping with screws at the lowest point of the profile
below the lateral pattern. Fixing is effected with self-drilling screws 1`` (wooden strapping ).

The left overlapping edge of tile profile roofing sheets has a capillary slot, which is to be installed on
the underside. In the overlap joint, the sheets are fixed onto each other with self-drilling screws (91’’) at the highest point of the profile, below each of the lateral patterns. No sealing can be used in
the overlap joint, so any additional sealing is done by overlapping the sheets sideways according to
the wave pattern.

With pitched roofs, the installation of tile profile roofing sheets is usually started at the gable,
and with hipped roofs always at the hip. The sheets are aligned with the eaves, not the gable.
The tile profile roofing sheet can be installed regardless of the capillary slot, proceeding from
left to right or vice versa. When working from left to right, the edge of the preceding sheet is
lifted and the following sheet’s edge is pushed under it. By this means, the latest sheet is
supported by the preceding sheet’s transverse pattern, preventing the sheet from sliding down
during installation. This is helpful on steep-pitch roofs or when installing long sheets.
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Laying out the sheets 108
Fix the first sheet on the side where you are starting with an appropriate length over the eaves
(approx. 40–45 mm).
Fix the sheet at the eaves into the strapping and temporarily on the ridge with one screw.
Align the following sheet by the side joint with the bottom edge of the first sheet. If the sheets do
not seem to fall in place, remove the sheets from each other at the lateral pattern, and then you
will be able to align the bottom edges accurately.
Fix the next sheets by the side joint at the top of the wave, below each of the lateral patterns.
Progress from the eaves to the ridge.
Install three or four sheets in this manner. Remove the screws from the ridge and align the sheets
with the eaves

TIP.
Start next pcs by hooking first top of new (good
methods for high pitch roof asm, your top will
hold your material )
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Fixing the set of sheets 109

Ridge

The installation instructions for the sheets have been
prepared considering the wind uplift force on the
edges of the sheets caused by wind, thermal
movement in the central areas, and the tightness and
appearance of the sheet joints.
Fix the sheets at the eaves into the strapping at every
other wave.
Fixing the screws on the roof pane should be started
at the gable end, skipping one row of patterns at the
eaves. After the first screw, the next screw goes two
patterns up and one wave to the side. Continue like
this until you reach the ridge. Then go back to the
first screw, move three waves to the side and
proceed up towards the ridge the same way.
At the gable, fix the sheet at the bottom of each
profile into the battening.
At the ridge fix the sheet at the bottom of every
other profile into the battening (2–3 screws per
sheet).
Note! When you are installing BINGO and BRAVO,
make sure that the top and bottom edges of the
sheet have an equal running pattern to avoid
slanting.

Overlapping extension
A tile profile roofing sheet is overlapped at the
profile’s lateral pattern by at least 250 mm and fixed at
the bottom of the wave into the battening below the
lateral pattern.

Installation order in overlapping extensions
Capillary slot in overlapping edges determine the
order of installation.
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Building roof valleys that ends within the roof pane
110
At the dormer, the installation of roofing sheets is two-fold:
from the eaves to the roof valley and from the roof valley to
the ridge.

1. First make the bottom sheet into the right shape and fix it
on.

2. Then make the roof valley sheet into the right shape and
fix it on.

3. Make the top roofing sheet into the right shape and fix it
on.

Ridge capping 111
Snap line on the material for correct alignment of ridge
cap sides
Apply universal filler to the ridge capping before fixing
the capping to the roof. Remove the cover tape from the
universal filler and apply the filler under the ridge
capping about 50 mm from the edge in the ridge
direction.
It is not recommended to fix the screws through
the filler.
Fix the ridge capping to the roofing sheets at every other
wave with self-drilling screws (1.5’’.) The ridge cap
overlap must be at least 100 mm.
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Detailed drawings 112

Ridge, vertical detail
1. Ridge cap round
2. Universal filler
3. Roofing underlay (ventilation gap ≥ 100 mm)
4. Roofing underlay strip
≥ 100 mm

Gable detail
1. Outside Gable trim
2. Inside Gable flashing

Tip:
Small damages of the coat during assembly can be painted by touch up paint.
The surface should be cleaned from dirt and oil. The surfaces adjacent to damages should be
covered.
Steel chips, from cutting and drilling should be removed with a soft brush, to avoid damages of
sheet surface when covered with rust.
Dirt should be removed with normal detergents.
It is recommended to protect places of cuts by colorless varnish.
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Roof maintenance
Annual maintenance
To ensure optimal condition and long service life the roof should be inspected regularly.
Removal of leaves, etc.
Usually rainwater is enough to keep the paint surface clean. But fallen leaves, twigs etc. are not
always washed away by rainwater and should be cleaned annually. Roof valleys and rainwater
systems also need to be cleaned annually.
Cleaning
Dirty or stained areas can be washed with a soft brush and water. Pressure washers (up to 50 bar)
may also be used. More persistent dirt can be cleaned with detergent intended for cleaning
painted surfaces. Follow the detergent’s usage instructions or contact the product manufacturer
to find out more about its suitability. A difficult localised stain can be rubbed off with a cloth
dipped in white spirit. The paint coating should be rinsed from the top down to get all the
detergent off. Finally the rainwater systems must be rinsed with water.
Removal of snow
Snow usually falls from painted roofs, and the snow that remains does not exceed the roof’s
structural load capacity. However, if the snow load needs to be reduced, a layer of snow (~100
mm) should be left on the roof to protect the coating.

• Check the following annually: The ventilation of roof structures still works
Condition and fixings of rainwater systems
Condition and fixings of roof safety products
Condition, tightness and fixings of lead-ins
Condition of seals
Condition and fixing of self-drilling screws
Condition of paintwork on roofing sheets and flashing

• When necessary:
Clean the roof
Remove snow
Remove leaves, twigs etc.

The information given on this data sheet has been carefully checked. London Eco-Roof Manufacturing Inc. does not, however, assume any
responsibility for errors or omissions, or any direct or indirect damage caused by incorrect application of the information. Right to changes
reserved.
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